
Data science in cell imaging 

Lecture 1: course overview

“The Great Wave off Kanagawa”, by Hokusai, ~1830 (Source: Wikipedia)



You are free to share and adapt any 

content from this presentation provided 

that you attribute the work to its author 

and respect the rights and licenses 

associated with its components

PPTX slides available here

All slides are open under the cc-by 

license

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Z-bQJMZS4-UiF2t5ZjtJdDKJkb83YRAu/view?usp=sharing


Welcome to the course data science 

in cell imaging!

• Assaf Zaritsky, SISE, BGU

• Lab of computational cell dynamics

• Email: assafzar@gmail.com

• Office: 96-308

• Course website: 

https://assafzar.wixsite.com/dsci2022

mailto:assafzar@gmail.com
https://assafzar.wixsite.com/dsci2022


Course’s theme

This course will review the state-of-the-art 

in visualizing, processing, integrating and 

mining cell image data sets, deciphering 

complex patterns and turning them into 

new biological knowledge. It will include 

a variety of computational approaches 

applied to diverse bio-imaging data. 



Before we start: quick Q&A

Q A

Why are you speaking 

English?

Science is communicated in English 

(also useful for industry)

Do I need any 

background in biology?

I assume no prior knowledge in 

biology. I do expect curiosity and 

interest in the domain. 

Do I need 

computational 

background?

Yes. students from diverse 

backgrounds are encouraged to join.

I keep it as simple as possible. But 

this course main target audience are 

computational students.

Is it a good fit for 

undergraduate 

students?

Feedback from previous years 

indicates it was quite challenging for 

(excellent) 3rd year students



Before we start: quick Q&A

Q A

I am here to learn about 

deep learning!

The focus is not of DL (or any specific 

technique). Also, the course does not 

involves lab/hands on experience 

(beyond the final project).

Obligatory attendance? No! But you’ll find it hard to follow if 

you do not attend + 10% of your grade 

depends on quizzes that require 

attendence

I am looking for an easy 

course

Look elsewhere

High grades? Average ~90, but does it really 

matter?



Today

• Broad introduction

• Course objectives and admin

• Course (tentative) schedule and overview 



Broad introduction



Cells are the fundamental unit of 

structure and function in organisms

Source: https://bit.ly/2uVBE05

https://bit.ly/2uVBE05


Proteins are molecular machines that 

make our cells tick

Proteins are organized spatially and functionally into organelles -

intracellular structures that performs specific functions

Reading: https://rsscience.com/cell-organelles-and-their-functions/

https://rsscience.com/cell-organelles-and-their-functions/


Neutrophil (white blood cell) chasing bacteria 
sensing, information processing, decision making

Original movie made in the 1950s by the 

late David Rogers at Vanderbilt University



Sensing, information processing, decision 

making

Original movie made in the 1950s by the 

late David Rogers at Vanderbilt University



Seeing is believing

John Clarke (1639)



Robert Hooke, “the father of 

microscopy” (1665)

Natalie Elia

The term “Cell” was suggested due to the 

resemblance of plant cells to cells of a 

honeycomb (these were actually dead cells)



Martin ChalfieOsamu Shimomura Roger Y. Tsien

Nobel Prize 2008, Chemistry

“for the discovery and development of the green 

fluorescent protein, GFP.”

Green fluorescent protein (GFP)



“Seeing” molecules with fluorescence 

microscopy

Green fluorescent protein, 

Nobel prize in Chemistry (2008)

Source: https://bit.ly/2I19AB6

https://bit.ly/2I19AB6


Light microscopy

The cellular “ruler”

Natalie Elia



XY resolution 250 nm 

Light microscopy:

Resolution and PSF (point spread function)

Decreased separation capabilities



“Super” resolution

Natalie Elia



William MoernerEric Betzig Stefan Hell

Nobel Prize 2014, Chemistry

“for the development of super-resolved fluorescence 

microscopy”

Fluorescence super resolution microscopy



Photoactivated localization 

microscopy (PALM)

Betzig (2006)



Source: https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/2014/betzig/biographical/

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/2014/betzig/biographical/


Stochastic optical reconstruction 

microscopy (STORM)

@christlet



Light microscopy

Super resolution

Electron microscopy

The cellular “ruler” and resolution

Natalie Elia



A few emerging microscopy (related) 

techniques



Expansion microscopy
Expanding small structures using a polymer system

Chen, Tillberg, Boyden (2015)

Source (& more): http://bio.academany.org/2017/labs/BioRiiDL_2017/sreejith/week10.html

“Method to watch”, Nat. Methods 2016, https://www.nature.com/articles/nmeth.4113

http://bio.academany.org/2017/labs/BioRiiDL_2017/sreejith/week10.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/nmeth.4113


Light sheet microscopy
Image living samples in three dimensions with relatively low 

phototoxicity and at high speed

“Method of the year”, Nat. Methods 2014, https://www.nature.com/articles/nmeth.3251

Source: Wikipedia

https://www.nature.com/articles/nmeth.3251


Spatially resolved transcriptomics
Understanding the organization of single cells in complex tissues by 

measuring the expression of multiple proteins / transcriptomes while 

preserving spatial context

“Method of the year”, Nat. Methods 2020, https://www.nature.com/articles/s41592-020-01042-x

Keren et al. (2018)

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41592-020-01042-x


Automated (“smart”) microscopy
Adaptive (event-driven) microscopy

“Method to watch”, Nat. Methods 2019, https://www.nature.com/articles/s41592-019-0708-0

Royer et al. (2016)

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41592-019-0708-0


“Seeing is believing, quantifying is 

convincing”

Sbalzarini (2016)

quantitatively test hypotheses 

based on observations



Big data in cell imaging

Ouyang & Zimmer (2017)High-end DNA sequencing ∼100 GB/h

YouTube upload rate ∼1 TB/h

Imaging technique Production rate

Single molecule 
localization 
microscopy

~10 GB/h-1 TB/h

High-content
Image-based
screening

< 100 GB/h

Light-sheet
microscopy 1-10 TB/h



Bioimage analysis tools



Automation Completeness

Danuser (2011)



Quantifying the invisible 

(and then, sometimes, seeing it)



Quantifying the invisible 

(and then, sometimes, seeing it)

Domain knowledge



Automation Completeness

Invisible 

patterns 

Danuser (2011)



Why dynamics?

Tim Fessenden, @timisstuck

• What direction is the ball moving?

• What direction are the players running?

• Who is fastest?

• What collective strategy leads to a winning?

Time



Live cell imaging

Tim Fessenden, @timisstuck



Lab of computational cell dynamics 

(and the focus of this course)

Motivated by fundamental questions in cell 

biology our lab produces biological 

insights along with specialized analytic 

tools that reveal hidden patterns in 

dynamic cell imaging data



Course objectives and admin.



Amir Rubinstein

Course objective 
(my motivation)



Amir Rubinstein

Experiments and computation 
cons and pros (personal opinion)



Bioimage informatics

(Wikipedia)

• Bioimage informatics is a subfield of bioinformatics 

and computational biology

• The use of computational techniques to analyze 

bioimages at large scale and high throughput 

• The goal is to obtain useful knowledge out of 

complicated and heterogeneous image and related 

metadata



“The ultimate goal is to replace human labor 

as much as possible with computer 

calculations, so that biologists can focus 

fully on formulating high-level hypotheses 

and designing increasingly sophisticated 

experiments, while improving the objectivity 

and reproducibility of these experiments.” 

(Meijering et al., 2016)



Amir Rubinstein

Bioimage informatics



Amir Rubinstein

We (computational scientists) can 

do more…



The interplay between development of 

quantitative tools ("hammers“) and identifying 

open important questions in cell biology ("nails“)



Amir Rubinstein

Bridging computer science and cell 

biology

Bioimage

informatics and 

data science in 

cell imaging

Read: https://www.nature.com/news/cell-biologists-

should-specialize-not-hybridize-1.20277

https://www.nature.com/news/cell-biologists-should-specialize-not-hybridize-1.20277


Hierarchies of data processing in 

microscopy

Driscoll and Zaritsky (2021)



How did I get here?

• B.Sc., computer science, BGU

• M.Sc., computer science (AI), BGU

• Algorithms engineer (> 5 years, multiple 

companies)

• Ph.D., computer vision, TAU
• and then I discovered cell biology…

• meaningful and exciting research in an 

emerging field  - opportunity to make an impact!

• Beautiful pictures and videos!

• Postdoc at a medical school, UTSW

• Back home at BGU since Oct. 2018 



Course description

• Presenting a broad set of (microscopy-driven) 

biological questions and the diverse set of 

computational tools to solve them

• Not going deep into the biology nor into the 

computational aspects

• Computational aspects include techniques 

from computer vision, machine learning, time 

series analysis, network algorithms, etc.

• Full disclosure: topics selection is biased 

toward my personal interests (and research)



General info and requirements 1

• Open for all SISE and adjacent departments 

(e.g., CS, EE) 

• Students from other departments are 

welcomed (and even encouraged!)

• Lectures will be held in English 

• Background in math and programming is 

required. Prior knowledge in machine learning 

and/or computer vision is highly 

recommended, but not necessary. 



General info and requirements 2

• No prior biological knowledge is required; all 

background will be covered in the lectures

• It is not easy to dive into the complex domain 

of cell biology. The interdisciplinary, 

terminology, and culture will make the course 

quite challenging

• It is a first of a kind. No textbook or resources 

beyond (mostly recent) papers

• Last year’s (zoom) recordings available on 

YouTube (but the course is evolving)

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLXvqVggc2U2Ftv6mxPnkodbgGLtZwPgRQ


Grades

• Brief (and easy) quizzes – 10%

• Paper presentation – 20%

• Final research project – 70%
• In groups (1-2 students)

• Open data exploration / collaboration / tool 

building/validation/comparison

• “Freestyle” (more on that later)

• Project presentation day

• Written report

• Each participant will clearly articulate their 

contribution

• Grades



Course (tentative) schedule and 

overview 



Tentative schedule
March 23

March 30

April 6

April 27

May 11

May 18

May 25

June 1

June 8

June 15

June 22

June 29

TBD



While image processing / computer vision is 

not the focus of this course, you’ll have to 

figure out on your own how to work with 

images

I’ll now go through some brief background 

for students from non-computational 

backgrounds

More background throughout the course



What is an image?

(very basic slides adapted from my 

intro to CS course...)



Basic model of a digital image

Pixel: each element M[x, y] of the image



• A 2D image is encoded as a n-by-m matrix M 

• Videos

• 3D

• Multiple channels



• 8 bits per pixel (28=256 gray levels): 0 = black, 255 = white

• Each pixel has numeric value, often related to detected light

Gray scale image

Ofra Golani, adapted from Peter Bankhead



Resolution

Source: wikipedia

• Resolution is the capability of the sensor to observe or measure 

the smallest object clearly with distinct boundaries 

• Resolution depends on the physical size of a pixel 

Higher resolution = more pixels per area = lower pixel size



Resolution
Image resolution is the detail an image holds

Ofra Golani, adapted from Peter Bankhead

Pixel size=0.107 um Pixel size=0.856 um



Bit depth – number of bits per pixel
Higher bit depth – more different colors

Ofra Golani

1 bit, 2 possible values

2 bit, 4 possible values

4 bit, 16 possible values

8 bit, 256 possible values 60 grey levels

around 6 bit

Human eye

10 bit, 2^12 = 1024  possible values

12 bit, 2^12 = 4096  possible values

16 bit, 2^16 = 65536 possible values



Image Quantization
Number of bits per pixel

24 bit RGB 16 colors

Note that both images have the same pixel & spatial resolution



Color images (e.g., RGB)

(images from Wikipedia)

• Color images, pixel M[x, y] can be represented as a 

triplet of values, representing the red, green, and blue

components of the light intensity at the pixel

• In microscopy, each channel (does not have to be 3) 

labels a different molecule / intracellular structure



Biological image can have many 

dimensions

Ofra Golani, adapted from Peter Bankhead

2D: xy 3D: xyc or  xyz   or   xyt

4D: xycz or  xyct or   xyzt 5D: xyczt



Computer vision

(old) slides adapted from Lior Wolf, 

TAU & Facebook AI Research
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Challenges, in natural (and 
microscopy) images



View point variation

Michelangelo 1475-1564

slide by Fei Fei,

Fergus & Torralba 



73

illumination

slide credit: S. Ullman
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deformation

Xu, Beihong 1943

slide by Fei Fei, Fergus & Torralba 



background clutter

Klimt, 1913
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object intra-class variation

slide by Fei-Fei, Fergus & Torralba 
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local ambiguity

slide by Fei-Fei, Fergus & Torralba 



context

Credit: A. Efros 



The general idea behind machine 

learning (the main driver behind 

modern computer vision)



Source: https://bit.ly/2V2bJn2

How would you tell apart?

https://bit.ly/2V2bJn2


Credit: https://bit.ly/2UZVXch

Supervised machine learning
data  features  training  model

https://bit.ly/2UZVXch


Deep learning
A powerful integration of automated feature 

extraction and model training

Adapted from https://bit.ly/2GMZou6

https://bit.ly/2GMZou6


Unsupervised machine learning

data  features  clustering

Source: https://bit.ly/2IJN0NT

https://bit.ly/2IJN0NT


Unsupervised deep learning:

Learning good representations

Reading: https://medium.com/intuitionmachine/navigating-the-unsupervised-

learning-landscape-951bd5842df9

https://medium.com/intuitionmachine/navigating-the-unsupervised-learning-landscape-951bd5842df9


Computer vision is moving fast!

https://consolia-comic.com/comics/computer-vision

https://consolia-comic.com/comics/computer-vision


State of computer vision

• Continued improving object detection, recognition, 

segmentation

• Learning with adversarial examples

• Self-supervised and contrastive learning

• Vision-language models

• Learning with limited data (weak supervision, transfer learning)

• Applications:
• Biometrics

• Autonomous vehicles

• Manufacturing

• Medical imaging  - surpassing human experts!

Reading: https://medium.com/georgian-impact-blog/state-of-computer-vision-cvpr-2021-7c02b60e70e2

https://medium.com/georgian-impact-blog/state-of-computer-vision-cvpr-2021-7c02b60e70e2


Cell biology (microscopy) is behind, 

in terms of the application of modern 

computer vision (an opportunity!)



>

Most computer vision tasks

<

Identifying patterns in complex cell 

image data



Algorithmic elegance and performance

versus 

The ability to measure something new, 

discovery!

Research outcome



Challenges in working with cell image 

data – variability and volume

• Microscope / image modality

• Experimental systems (e.g., cell line)

• Labeling

• Experimental perturbations

• Experimental protocols

• Batch effects



Briefly browsing through some

highlights



Bioimage analysis

Meijering et al. (2016)



Content aware image restoration

Weigert et al. (2018)



Look at a cell and know what it is doing
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Structure ↔ Function

Slide adapted from Susanne Rafelski, Allen Institute of Cell Science



Microscopy-based high-content 

phenotypic screening

Adapted from Anne Carpenter, 

BROAD institute Image: Nalgene; 

video: Chemistry World

X 384 = 



Adapted from Chandrasekaran et al. (2021)

Image analysis pipeline



Applications of image-based 

phenotypic screening

Anne Carpenter

Health

y

Disease

+ 

perturbation

• Determine mechanism of action

• Identify disease signature

• Identify small molecules mimicking a 

genetic perturbation

• Characterize protein function



Inference of long-range cell-cell 

mechanical communication from ECM 

remodeling fluctuations

Nahum et al. (bioRxiv)



Image-based high-content organoids 

phenotypic screening

Prisca Liberali



Renkawitz et al. (2019)

Immune 

cell in 3D

Cell shape in 3D



The central dogma of molecular biology

Anne Carpenter

Replication

DNA

(genome)

Protein

(proteome)

Translation

Cell function

(viability, proliferation, morphology)

Transcription

mRNA

(transcriptome)



Label-free images contain information on 

the molecular organization of the cell

Greg Johnson



Mitosis time-lapse output

Greg Johnson



Citizen science in cell biology

Sullivan and Winsnes (2018)



Interpretable machine learning for 

melanoma classification



Interpretable machine learning by in 

silico cell morphing



Information processing in multicellular 

systems
Data modeling networks of spatial influence at the single cell resolution



Collective cell death 

Chen Galed





Calcium synchronization in mechanically 

stimulated monolayers of endothelial cells

Heterogeneity, memory and 

information flow contribute to 

collective information processing

Zamir et al. (bioRxiv)



Research project types

• Data mining (and/or integration) in public 

repositories

• Data mining of datasets explored in the lab
• (co-authorship if contributing to publication)

• Collaborative bioimage analysis projects 

• Tool building projects



Open resources for your research 

projects

• Image data resource (IDR), Williams et al. (2017), Image 

Data Resource: a bioimage data integration and publication 

platform https://idr.openmicroscopy.org/

• The Allen Institute of Cell Science 

• The Human Protein Atlas

• Janelia Research Campus. Open Organelle 

https://www.openorganelle.org/

• CZ Biohub Open Cell, https://opencell.czbiohub.org/

https://idr.openmicroscopy.org/
https://www.openorganelle.org/
https://opencell.czbiohub.org/


Open resources for your research 

projects - screening
• Bray et al. (2017), A dataset of images and morphological profiles of 30 

000 small-molecule treatments using the Cell Painting assay. Data, 
https://github.com/gigascience/paper-bray2017

• Way et al. (2021), Morphology and gene expression profiling provide 

complementary information for mapping cell state. Data, 
https://github.com/broadinstitute/lincs-cell-painting

• Rohban et al. (2017),  Systematic morphological profiling of human gene 

and allele function via Cell Painting.

• Heiser et al. (2020), Identification of potential treatments for COVID-19 

through artificial intelligence-enabled phenomic analysis of human cells 

infected with SARS-CoV-2

• Pascual-Vargas et al. (2017), RNAi screens for Rho GTPase regulators of 

cell shape and YAP/TAZ localisation in triple negative breast cancer Data 

via IDR

• Branda Andrews datasets 
• http://sites.utoronto.ca/andrewslab/data.shtml

• https://thecellvision.org/

https://github.com/gigascience/paper-bray2017
https://github.com/broadinstitute/lincs-cell-painting
http://sites.utoronto.ca/andrewslab/data.shtml
https://thecellvision.org/


Open resources for your research 

projects – live imaging

• Pizzagalli et al (2018), Leukocyte Tracking Database, a 

collection of immune cell tracks from intravital 2-photon 

microscopy videos (via figshare)

• Goglia et al. (2020), A Live-Cell Screen for Altered Erk

Dynamics Reveals Principles of Proliferative Control

• Bhave et al. (2020), Functional characterization of 67 

endocytic accessory proteins using multiparametric

quantitative analysis of CCP dynamics



“Light” recommended reading

• “Dry cell biology”, https://doi.org/10.1038/535325a

• Data science in cell imaging perspective, 

https://doi.org/10.1242/jcs.254292

• AI image based phenotypes, 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cels.2021.04.012

https://doi.org/10.1038/535325a
https://doi.org/10.1242/jcs.254292
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cels.2021.04.012


Resources on bioimage analysis

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lNA81Ogm9n4QfjB1qS-5mWOYMnITVTgm6b4-DIniKYc/edit?usp=sharing

